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R. Lynn Campbell*

Survey of Carleton's Law
Graduates

I. Introduction
Law is offered as an undergraduate social science discipline at Carleton
University. Students may take programs leading to both Major and
Honours B.A. degrees in law or may also undertake the study of law in
a combined Major or Honours program in conjunction with another
discipline.' The purpose of the program is to promote an awareness of the
place of rules respecting human conduct in political, social and economic
environments and to provide insights of other disciplines relevant to
particular legal problems. Carleton University is the only post secondary
educational institution that offers the study of law in this form.
One may ask, "Why take a B.A. in law?" This is an intriguing
question. It is interesting not just because of the philosophical
implications but because of the various ways one may interpret the
question. Does the interrogator mean the perceived occupational utility
of a B.A. in law, or rather the utility of the study of law as a social science
discipline, or even the perceived preparation that such a program
provides for further academic study? These questions are important
because they identify a basis of common enquiry for students, employers,
social scientists and even educationists. In order to provide answers to
these questions, however, it is essential to have input from the people
most affected by the program - the graduates.
The Department of Law obtained funding from the Dean of Social
Sciences during the spring of 1984 for a comprehensive survey of law
graduates. The Department enlisted the expertise of Carleton's Office of
Planning, Analysis and Statistics which has had considerable experience
in formulating and conducting surveys. 2 The survey had four specific
objectives. The first was to develop a statistical profile of Carleton
University law graduates in terms of specific features, such as
demographic characteristics, occupational patterns, connection between
*Associate Professor, Department of Law, Carleton University.

1. For a complete discussion o the history of the Department oT Law, see Barnes, 3., The
Department ofLaw, Carleton University, Ottawa (1977), 3 Dal. L. J. 814 and Campbell, R.L.,
LawAs a SocialScience (1985), 2 Dal. L.J. 404.
2. The assistance of the Office of Planning, Analysis and Statistics was invaluable. Special
appreciation is owed to Ms. Imelda Mulvihill who designed the questionnaire after
consultation of research objectives with the Department of Law, performed the statistical
treatment of the survey results and prepared a preliminary report. Also, special appreciation is
owed to the Department'f Administrator, Ms. Linda Fielding.
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field of study and subsequent occupational or academic activity. The
second objective was to assess the perceived occupational utility of the
study of law as a social science and the perceived preparation that such
a program provided for further academic study. The third objective was
to explore the feasibility of a graduate program in law at Carleton
University. The final objective was to provide factual information for the
purpose of advising current and potential students.
The survey was mailed to all graduates during April and May, 1984.
The research population extended back to 1971, the first year of law
graduates of Carleton University. The research population numbered
844 graduates and the response sample was 432, or 51%, which was very
encouraging because the survey was 12 pages in length. This relatively\
high response rate was more than sufficient to give a survey of this nature
statistical credibility. Further, the response sample was very representative,
indeed almost exact, of the research population by the characteristics
employed, namely, year of graduation, sex of graduate and type of degree
3
obtained.
This paper will discuss the survey results as they relate to the research
objectives outlined above. For convenience, the second objective which
deals with the perceptions of graduates has been split into two sections.
One will deal with the occupational utility of the B.A. in Law and the
other will examine the preparation for further academic study afforded
by the program. The survey is appended as schedule "A".

II. StatisticalProfile of Carleton UniversityLaw Graduates
The age of the law graduates as of December 31, 1984 may seem
relatively young when compared to the age of law graduates from other
institutions. The majority of the graduates (54%) are between 25 and 35
years of age. Only 15.8% of the graduates are over 35 years of age and
30.2% (are less than 25 years of age. There are two reasons for this
anomaly. First, the program is an undergraduate program, thus graduates
can complete the degree at age 21 or 22. Second, the law program at
Carleton University has been in existence for 16 years with only 13 years
of graduation. The graduates over 35 years of age are people who were
on retraining programs from a police force, the military or government
3. For example, 24.2% of the research population graduated between 1971-77 and the
response rate for that period was 24.4%. Similarly, from 1978-83, 75.7% of the research
population graduated and the response rate was 75.5%. Of this research population, 87.6%

graduated with a major or combined major and 12.4%graduated with an honours or combined
honours degree. The response rate was 84.9% and 15.1% respectively. With respect to sex of
the graduate, 61.7% of the research population was male and 38.3% female. The response rate
was 61.1% and 38.9% respectively.
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departments who took the program for career purposes or others who
took the program on the basis of interest.
Approximately one-half (51.5%) of the graduates sought employment
upon graduation. Most of those who did not seek employment at that
time, sought admission to graduate school (70.5%). About 17% of all the
graduates obtained a graduate degree at a Master, Doctoral or
Professional level. However fewer graduates are now seeking higher
degrees than in the seventies. For example, from 1971-74, 20% of the
graduates attained a professional degree (LL.B) and from 1975-77 the
percentage rose to 22.1%. But, during the 1978-80 period, only 11.8%
4
attained a professional degree.
About one-third (33.7%) of the law graduates had employment before
graduation. Most of them (89%) had secured employment within six
months of graduation. The graduates secured various types of jobs managerial (18%), clerical (18%), sales (16%), correctional officers,
military or police (12%) and social work (9.4%). The time in the first job
was revealing. A good number of graduates (36.9%) transferred to
another job within the first year of employment. About another third of
the graduates (31.8%) stayed less than 2 years and 17.2% found
alternative employment within 4 years. Only 2% of the graduates
remained in the first job for more than 10 years. More recent graduates
are not remaining in their first full time job as long as graduates from the
early seventies. For example, graduates from 1971-74 spent 3.9 years on
average in the first full time job whereas the average time for the 197880 graduate was only 2.41 years. All other intervals indicate a similar
decline.5
This pattern of job mobility may have been a product of economic
conditions existing at the time the graduate sought admission to the job
market. In the alternative, the graduate may have taken employment at
any level in order to get into the job market itself. However, whatever the
economic conditions, graduates have been able to transfer to jobs with a
greater satisfaction and perceived prestige. These factors have become
evident from the current employment of the graduates. When the survey
was taken, more graduates were currently employed in positions of
managers (22%), correctional officer, military or police (16%), teaching
4. 'he percentage is even lower (2.9%) during the 195l-93 period but is not as ieliabYe
because the 1982 and 1983 graduates may not yet have attained the professional degree. A
similar pattern is reflected in the Master degree level. From 1971-74, 11.5% of the graduates
attained a Master's degree. Comparative figures for the 1975-77, 1978-80 and 1981-83 periods
are 8.8%, 10.9% and 3.4%. Again, graduates from the 1981-83 period may not yet have
completed a Master's degree.
5. During the period of 1975-77 the mean number of years in the first job was 3.59 years and
for the period of 1981-83, 1.40 years.
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(8.4%) and lawyer or other law (11.4%). Fewer graduates had jobs in
sales (11%), clerical (8.6%) and social work (6.4%). The mean Blishen
scores are invariably higher for each graduation period as indicated in
6
Table A.
It is interesting to note, however, that the mean Blishen Scores for each
successive graduation period decline - from 66 to 51.73. These scores
have declined in terms of the first full time job as well - from 58.44 to
52.28. Several observations may be made. First, the graduates from the
first period of graduation, 1971-74, felt that their jobs gave a greater
occupational prestige than the recent graduates from the period of 198183. This may be due in part to the number and quality of jobs in the job
market or to the greater number of graduates entering in the job market
for the first time. The second observation is that the jobs that recent
graduates are securing are not perceived to be ranked in as high a socioeconomic grouping as those jobs obtained by the 1971-74 graduates. This
may because of the nature of the job secured or the expectations of the
graduates upon entering the job market. The final observation is that the
longer a graduate has been in the job market, the higher the perception
of occupational prestige.
With respect to occupational grouping, the majority of the graduates
(62.6%) indicated managerial while others were in higher professions
(11.7%), white collar and clerical (10.6%) and semi-skilled (10.3%)
occupations. With respect to socio-economic status, the majority (56.5%)
felt that they were in the upper-middle level, while 28.4% felt they
belonged to the middle level and 15% to the lower level. The mean
current salary levels for graduation periods are given in Table A.
For each graduation period the mean female salary as a ratio of the
mean male salary is less than one. For example, the mean female salary
was only .79 of the mean male salary for the period from 1971-74. This
ratio sank to a low of .74 during 1974-77 and rose to a high of .82 during
1978-80, but fell back to .77 durng 1981-83. This ratio is troubling
because the mean Blishen Score for female graduates was mostly higher
than the males for the graduation periods given in Table A. What this
indicates is that females are paid less than are male counterparts for a job
6. Blishen scores are derived from an occupational prestige scale designed by sociologist
Bernard Blishen (1971) which ranks census occupational titles in terms of the education and
income characteristics of those in the occupations, as well as the prestige of the occupations (as
derived from a national survey of the public's evaluation of occupations). The entire Blishen
scale for census occupation ranges from 14 to 75 and thus has properties of an entire interval
scale. The assignment of a Blishen score to occupations allows the analyst to derive socioeconomic groupings (see Porter, Porter and Blishen (1982) Stations and Callings) with the
most frequently used groupings being: upper-middle class (60-75 on the Blishen scale), middle
class (40-59 on the Blishen scale) and lower class (14-39 on the Blishen scale).
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which has the same occupational prestige level. No doubt, this can also
reflect on the hiring practice of the employers.
TABLE A
Mean Female Salary As a Ratio of
Mean Male Salary

Year of
Graduation

Mean Blishen
Score of First
Full-Time Job

Mean Blishen
Score of Current
Occupation

Mean Current Salary

1971-74

58.44

66.00

$46,091

.79

1975-77

53.21

61.92

$37,123

.74

1978-80

54.04

58.65

$29,940

.82

1981-83

50.50

51.73

$26,360

.77

III. OccupationalUtility of the B.A. in Law
One of the ways of measuring occupational utility of any program is by
asking the people who have completed it. Their responses are opinions
and perceptions of the program. Responses tend to be very subjective and
often reflect the expectations of the individual.
About one-half (52.2%) of the law graduates entered the program for
the purpose of meeting specific employment or career objectives.
However, career and employment considerations were the primary
reason for the selection of the program by less than one-half (46.3%). A
good number of graduates used the B.A. program to decide on whether
to go to a law school.
With respect to job search patterns, most graduates (58.9%) did not
restrict their search for employment to positions requiring a B.A.7 For the
graduates (38.2%) who did seek positions which required a B.A., the
percentage that were law related varied. Some graduates (17.7%) sought
only positions that related to the field of law. For others (29.1%), the vast
majority of the positions were law related and 13.9% of the graduates
restricted the job search to about half of the positions of this nature.
About 19% of the graduates chose positions that required a B.A. but were
not law related.
The type of employer interviewing for positions that required a B.A.
and were related to law was primarily government or government
related. The federal government was the main employer (44%), followed
7. This percentage excludes those who sought graduate school upon completion of the
Carleton degree and those who were already in the labour force.
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by provincial government (22%). Other employers in this category
included law enforcement agency (6%), municipal government (4%) and
in non-governmental category, the business firm (16%). The views of
these prospective employers with respect to the B.A. in law were
favourable. In most cases (68.9%) the applicant seemed suitably qualified.
In others (6.6%), the graduate's preparation seemed impressive or the
graduate was perfectly qualified. In some cases (21.3%), however, the
prospective employer felt that the candidate was lacking in qualifications
because the degree was not an accredited law school. This may be
explained in part by the lack of a professional degree, but it also reflects
the assumption of some employers that only graduates from law schools
will apply for positions that are law related.
Most employers (75.2%) who had positions that did not require a B.A.
made comments with respect to the B.A. in Law. The comment most
often received was one of curiosity (41%). Such questions as, "What was
studied?", "is it like a LL.B.?", or "how extensive is it?" were frequently
asked. Some employers commented that they were unaware of the
program (8.4%) and others were impressed by it (13.3%) or felt that the
program was a good indicator of competence (8.4%). Several employers
felt that the graduate was over-qualified (8.4%) and others wondered why
the applicant had not gone to law school (7.2%). From these reactions,
employers on the whole are-intrigued by the law program, but are lacking
specific knowledge of its existence and content. Hopefully the graduates
themselves will be part of the answer to this problem, but it would also
help if the Department of Law itself became involved in a campaign to
raise the identity of the program.
In overall terms, almost half (47.3%) of the graduates felt that the
occupational benefit of a B.A. in law was somewhat helpful. The
percentage of graduates who felt that the degree was very beneficial
(21.9%) was almost the same as those who felt it was of minimal benefit
(20.1%). Some graduates felt that the degree was not at all beneficial with
respect to occupational benefit (10.7%).
In terms of securing employment, somewhat less than half (40.0%) of
those graduates in the labour force felt that the B.A. in law was somewhat
beneficial. More graduates felt that the degree was very beneficial
(22.7%) than those who felt it was minimally beneficial in this regard. A
surprisingly high percentage (18.2%) felt that the degree was of no benefit
in terms of securing employment. In terms of facilitating promotion the
8
percentages are almost the same.
8. The perceived occupational benefit of the B.A. in law in terms of facilitating promotion
were as follows:
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The graduates did feel that the degree was beneficial in terms of job
satisfaction. The majority (50.7%) felt that the degree was somewhat
beneficial in this regard and a surprising number (24.4%) felt that the
degree was very beneficial. Some thought that the degree was only
minimally beneficial (13.8%) but they 'were fewer in nuinber than those
who felt that the degree was minimally beneficial with respect to securing
employment or facilitating promotion. The same can be stated with
respect to those who felt that the degree was of no benefit at all (11.1%)
in terms ofjob satisfaction.
The graduates perceived the occupational benefit of the B.A. in law to
be positive. A strong majority (69.2%) felt in overall terms that the degree
was either very beneficial or somewhat beneficial with respect to
occupational benefit. The reactions of the graduates with respect to either
securing employment or promotion in employment may be a reflection
of adverse economic conditions or restricted hiring policies of the main
employer, government. However, three-quarters of the graduates in the
labour force had a positive perception that the B.A. in law contributed to
job satisfaction.
Many graduates (31.3%) did feel that Commercial and Contract Law
were more beneficial to their occupation. Others stated that Criminal
Law (20.8%) was the most beneficial area of study with respect to
occupation. Some graduates (22.5%) really were unable to say which
area of study was most beneficial. Other areas of study which were
beneficial but not selected as often were Labour Law, Family Law,
Administrative Law and Structure of the Legal System. Most graduates
(78.3) did not feel that additional areas of study should be offered based
on their occupational experience. For those who did suggest additional
areas (21.7%), Minorities, Native Peoples, Juveniles and Legal Research
Skills were most often noted.
IV. Preparationfor FurtherAcademicStudy
Not all graduates in law from Carleton University seek employment after
graduation. Of the response sample from the survey, 124 of the graduates
sought admission to graduate school. These people are of interest to our
program for various reasons. They are the graduates who will be able to
apply the knowledge acquired from the undergraduate program to
graduate school, perhaps in another discipline. Also these graduates are in
a good position to objectively assess the B.A. in law from the perspective
Very beneficial
Somewhat beneficial
Minimally beneficial
Not at all beneficial

18.0%
46.0%
17.5%
18.5%
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of a subsequent program of their choice. Thus, one of the objectives of the
survey was to request the perceptions of these graduates on the
preparation for further academic study afforded by Carleton's law
program.
Most of the graduates who sought full time post-bachelor study did so
in a professional law program at either the LL.B. level (59.7%) or at the
LL.M. level (2.4%). Approximately one-quarter of graduates sought
admission to Master's degrees in other disciplines (22.5%). Most popular
disciplines in this category were Public Administration (7.3%),
Criminology (4%) and Business Administration (2.4%). Other graduates
took a Bachelor of Education degree (11.3%).9
The graduates selected a variety of Universities for further academic
study. Most of the graduates selected the University of Ottawa (33.6%)
for the LL.B. progammme. Because most of the Carleton students come
from the Ottawa area, it makes for good economics to stay in the same
location for as much of the academic stay as possible. Other graduates
went to Queen's University (15%), Carleton (12.1%), University of
Toronto (5.6%), McGill University (4.7%) and the University of Western
Ontario (3.7%). From the response sample, the graduates selected 24
Universities across Canada and Great Britain to pursue further academic
studies.10
A minority (35.8%) of the educational institutions to which graduates
sought admission made comments about the B.A., in law. These reactions
were varied - curiosity (19.4%), unaware of the program (11.9%),
impressed (10.4%), program viewed negatively (9%), access eased into
9. The actual type of full-time graduate study taken was,
LL.B.

57.0%

LL.M.

2.8%

Public Administration

7.5%

Criminology

4.7%

Business Administration
Total Other Disciplines

2.8%
25.1%

Bachelor of Education
12.2%
Of the 124 graduates from the response sample who sought admission to further study, 107
actually completed the further study.
10. The first choice of university Post-Bachelor study sought were,
University of Ottawa
38.7%
Queens University
14.5%
Carleton University

University of Toronto
McGill University
University of Western Ontario
These percentages are very similar to the actual university of Post-Bachelor study.

12.1%

5.6%
4.0%
3.2%
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law school (9%) and not necessarily good for LL.B. (6%). As with
employers, what comments of this variety indicate is that educational
institutions are not familiar with the B.A. in law program at Carleton
University. The Department of Law, together with its graduates, should
take an active role in establishing the identity of the program. This
endeavour would establish a familiarity with content and purpose of the
program so that graduates from it could seek admission to graduate
studies at other institutions without perception or fear of graduating from
a relatively little known program.
A large majority (77.6%) of the graduates who went to law school felt
that the B.A. in law was an advisable undergraduate program. Many
(30.3%) felt that it was a good way of determining interest in law before
entry to law school. Others (44.2%) thought that it gave a good base and
background especially if combined with another discipline. Some
(16.3%) would advise a B.A. in law because it gave a policy perspective
not offered at law school. This comment supports Carleton's approach to
the study of law as a social science discipline. The final reason given as
to the advisability of the program (9.3%) was that it gave a good
introduction to law and provided a familiarity with legal concepts.
The perceived value of Carleton's approach to law in terms of its
application to further study of law at law school was positive (77.4%)."
This positive value was described in various ways - it gave a good base
(24.1%), it gave familiarity with terms (17.2%), it gave a valuable
overview (12.1%), it provided valuable analytical training (6.9%) and it
gave a rounded perspective (5.2%). Of those graduates who felt a
negative value in this respect (22.3%), a variety of comments were offered
- it was not much use (12.1%), it tended to make law school reptitious
(3.4%), there was no real advantage over other disciplines (3.4%).
The perceived value of Carleton's approach to law in terms of its
contribution to academic development was very positive (91.2%) for
those graduates who subsequently attended law school. The B.A. in law
was described as a positive value in the following terms - it was very
valuable and very good (32.2%), it gave a good preparation and provided
for sound academic development (19.7%), it developed good work and
11. Areas studied and perceived to be beneficial to graduates who attended law school

included,
Commercial/Contracts
Constitutional Law
Criminal Law
History of the Legal System
Tax
Labour
Legal Research Methods

35.8%
10.4%
7.5%
6.0%
6.0%
6.0%
6.0%
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study habits (8.9%), it offered a different perspective (8.9%) and it
confirmed interest in law and gave incentive to enter law school (7.1%).
The comments of the few graduates (9%) who expressed a negative value
in this respect stated that the B.A. in law provided only general
knowledge, made a marginal contribution or impeded one's adaptation
to law school. This latter comment may be viewed as a compliment to
Carleton's law program because it refers to the respondent's difficulty in
adapting to a strictly legal focus at law school after having experienced a
broad policy context of law as a discipline in the social sciences.
Virtually all (96.4%) of the graduates felt that the B.A. in law was
beneficial to intellectual growth. Most felt that it was very beneficial
(54.9%) while others felt that it was moderately beneficial (41.5%). Only
1% of the graduates felt that the program was not at all beneficial to
intellectual growth: Areas studied at Carleton that were of most benefit
to intellectual growth included Commercial and Contract Law (23%),
Criminal Law (10.6%), Legal History and the Structure of the Legal
System (13.8%), Philosophy of Law (8.7%) Constitutional Law (8%) and
Torts (7.1%).
1. Feasibilityof a GraduateProgram in Law at Carleton
The Department of Law is considering the possibility of offering a
Master's degree in law with a social science orientation. The introduction
of a graduate program in any discipline in Ontario requires enormous
planning and patience. As part of the Department's graduate planning
program, one of the objectives of the survey was to explore the feasibility
of a graduate program with the graduates. The feedback was not only
interesting, but helpful.
The graduates were requested to state their educational aspirations.
Approximately one-quarter (26.1%) stated that they aspired to a PostBachelor professional degree, such as a LL.B. However, more graduates
(38.9%) indicated that they would have preferred a Master's degree.
Others (11.3%) wanted a Doctoral degree. Several (19.2%) felt that the
B.A. in law was sufficient education.
The graduates were also asked whether they had any interest in a M.A.
program in law as a social science. Many (40.3%) had no interest at all.
However, 40.1% of all the graduates indicated a strong interest in such a
program. Some (9.8%), stated that they had a strong interest and would
be prepared to enroll, if such a program were available. Others (30.3%),
indicated that they had a reasonably strong interest and would consider
pursuing such a program. The remainder (19.6%), felt only somewhat
interested in a M.A. program in law.
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These interests vary considerably in strength when those graduates
who did not have educational aspirations at or beyond the Master's level
are eliminated from the calculations. Of the sample response of 424, 201
graduates indicated an educational aspiration at or beyond the Master's
level. From this group, 54.7% indicated a strong interest in the program.
Some (16.9%), were strongly interested in such a program and were
prepared to enrol, if the program was available.' 2 Others (37.8%), felt that
they had a reasonably strong interest and would consider pursuing the
program. A few (19.4%), indicated that they were only somewhat
interested in this program. The remainder (25.9%), were not interested in
a M.A. in law with a social science orientation.
Separating those who had educational aspirations at or beyond the
Master's level from other graduates, was useful in determining what type
of Master's program was preferred. Most of those graduates (84.9%)
wanted a part-time program. The remainder (14.3%) preferred a full-time
degree. The area of study preferred by most (20.4%) was criminal law.
Several indicated Philosophy of Law (10.9%) or Administrative Law
(10.2%). Other subjects included International Law (8.8%), Family Law
(8.2%) and Commercial/Contracts (8.2%). A surprising number of
graduates (12.2%) preferred a combined degree of law and another
discipline.
Graduates who had educational aspirations at or beyond the Master's
level were also asked the preferred social science perspective for a M.A.
program. These perspectives varied - Public Administration (25.2%),
Sociology and Anthropology (18.9%), Economics (15.4%), Political
Science (14%), International Affairs (10.5%) and Psychology (7.7%) were
14
the most favoured response.
The form of M.A. program preferred by the same group of graduates
was varied as well. Most of the graduates (41.7%) preferred a M.A.
composed of five credits. Others (38.1%) would choose a research paper
plus four credits. The remainder (20.1%) indicated a preference for a
thesis and three credits. 15
V. PerceptionsandAttitudes to Assist in Advising Students.
One of the objectives of the survey was to provide faculty counsellors
with a factual data bank to be used for advising current and potential
12. The graduates who obtained combined major and combined honours degrees had a
stronger degree of interest -18.1%

and 18.2% respectively.

13. The graduates who obtained honours and combined honours degrees had a stronger
preference for a full-time program - 33.3% and 30.8% respectively.
14. Graduates with a combined honours degree had a stronger than average (26.7%) preferred
perspective for Economics.
15. The preferred, form for a Masters varied with the type of degree held. Combined majors
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students. This would be particularly useful for the supervisors of the
majors and honours programs and the chairman of the department. It
would also be useful for the administrator of the department in selecting
class room space, the number of sections for each course and the number
of casebooks required.
The primary initial source of information regarding the law program
for graduates was the Carleton undergraduate calendar (46%). Some
students first came into contact with the program by taking a law course
(33.7%). The next most frequent primary source was through a friend on
campus (14.1%) It may be surprising to some people that none of the
graduates first learned of the program through high school guidance
counsellors and very few through university counsellors. The reason for
this void was because the department was not recruiting students for the
program.
In reality, the program itself flourished and faculty were constantly
trying to prepare courses which were more social science oriented.
Further, additional resources were slow in coming from the university
and the department was not allowed to place enrolment ceilings on any
individual course nor put in place program enrolment restrictions.
However, restrictions are now in place and it is hoped that potential
students will learn of the existence of the program by sources other than
the undergraduate calendar or a law course. The department itself can
play a major role in this endeavour together with the university high
school liason office.
The majors and honours graduates are quite distinguishable with
respect to attitudes and perceptions of the program. This is reflected in
vocational goals and considerations for selecting the B.A. in law. For
example, the combined honours graduates upon entry were less positive
than other graduates with respect to specific employment or career
objectives. Nor did the honours or combined honours students consider
career and employment as the primary reason for selecting the B.A. in
law. However, the honours and combined honours graduates did use the
program more than other graduates to decide if they wanted to go to law
school. The combined majors, on the other hand, were more inclined to
use the degree for a specific career or employment.
All graduates would select the same undergraduate program if they
had to do an undergraduate program again. The combined honours
graduates felt stronger in this conviction. For the few who would not,
particularly among the combined majors, Commerce and Economics
would be the alternate choice of program.
had a stronger preference (48.5%) for a Master's degree of five credits and a low preference
(12.9%) for a thesis and three credits. Combined honours graduates preferred the very reverse- 14.3% for five credits and 50.0% for thesis and three credits.
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The honours and combined honours graduates felt that the B.A. in law
was very beneficial to their intellectual growth. Subjects that were most
beneficial to the honours graduates in terms of intellectual growth
included Constitutional law, International Law, Legal Process, Civil
Liberties and Labour Law. Other graduates felt that Commercial/
Contract law. Criminal Law, History and Structure of the Legal System
were most beneficial to intellectual growth. The combined honours
graduates also felt that the program was very or moderately beneficial to
their occupation or further study. The combined major graduates did not
feel that the program was as beneficial in this regard. Commercial/
Contract Law and Criminal Law were perceived by all graduates other
than combined honours to be the most beneficial in terms of current
occupation or study. On the other hand, the combined honours graduates
selected Criminal Law, Labour Law, Administrative Law and Family
Law for this purpose.
The combined major and honours graduates did feel that the degree
was very beneficial in terms of securing employment. The honours
graduates did not indicate that the degree was very beneficial with respect
to facilitating promotion once employed. The major and combined major
graduates, however, did feel the degree was somewhat beneficial in terms
of facilitating promotion. The majors and combined honours graduates
indicated that the degree was beneficial with respect to job satisfaction.
The major and combined major graduates felt that it was important to
have a job that related to undergraduate specialization. The honours and
combined honours graduates did not as strongly share this view.
The major and combined honours graduates were more selective than
others in job searching by restricting the search to positions requiring a
B.A. Further, these graduates sought out more positions relating to the
field of law than other graduates. Employers felt that the combined
honours graduates were best qualified of the graduates for the positions
sought.
All graduates felt that Philosophy of Law, Criminal Law, Constitutional
Law and History of the Legal System should be emphasized in order to
fulfill the goal of teaching law as a social science discipline. To this list,
major and combined major students would add Commercial/Contract
Law. In contrast, all graduates felt that Commercial/Contract Law
should be most emphasized to prepare for further study in the field of
law. Criminal Law and Constitutional Law were also emphasized in this
regard.
The combined honours student were least convinced that no additional
areas should be offered in the program. Even though the vast majority of
other graduates felt that no additional areas should be offered, combined
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honours graduates felt strongly that a course dealing with Legal Research
Skills should be offered. These people agreed with others who wanted
additional courses, such as, Native Peoples, Minorities and Juveniles, but
also would add Land Use Law to the list.
Would the graduate be willing to recommend Carleton's B.A. in law
to a friend? The response was overwhelmingly, "Yes" (95.7%). Why?
Various reasons were emphasized by the graduates. Combined honours
graduates emphasized the program's contribution to intellectual growth.
The majority of honours graduates felt that the program was good,
interesting and flexible. Major and combined major graduates also
emphasized these qualities, but also felt that the program provided a good
basis for further study.
VI.

Conclusion

The survey and its results have been most beneficial to the Department
of Law. Valuable information has been acquired with respect to the
occupational utility of the program as well as its value as a preparation
for further academic activity. The program planning committee of the
Department of Law has evidence to guide its deliberations and direction
with respect to a graduate program. Faculty counsellors now have a data
base for advising present and potential students. In short, the objectives of
the survey have been achieved.
The value of the survey, however, has been more than the mere
realization of its objectives. The Department of Law is now more familiar
with the graduates and has a better knowledge of their perceptions and
attitudes with respect to the program. The departmental program
planning committee must take them into account during its deliberations.
The Department of Law itself must take positive steps to establish the
identity of the program for prospective employers and Post-Bachelor
educational institutions and attempt to bridge the gap between itself and
potential students.
The survey has been a valuale undertaking. Much needed information
has been gathered and conclusions drawn. However, this information
must be updated from time to time in order to draw even more valuable
and current conclusions. Probably another survey should be done in the
next four or five years.
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Instructionsfor answeringthe enclosed questionnaire
The enclosed questionnaire contains 32 questions and should take you
roughly 30 to 40 minutes to complete. Questions are easily answered by
circling the appropriate number, checking columns or entering numeric
codes that are given to you. Please do not use the numbered code boxes
to answer the questionnaire. Once you have completed it, simply place
the completed questionnaire in the enclosed envelope and mail it.
We hope you find the questionnaire as interesting to answer as we did
in putting it together.
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Schedule "A"
SURVEYOF CARLETONUNIVERSITY
LA
1983-84

OADUATES

FOROFFICEUSE ONLY

1. YOURUOERGRADUATEPROGRAMIN LAY
F2
I. WhichLaw programdidyou successfully
completeat Carleton?(Circlethe appropriate
.nber.)
1.

Full

ajors Program

CGODIRECTLY
20 l3E$S'iOO#
3

/

2. CombinedMajorsProgra

J

2.

4

5

LI

3. FullHonoursProgram
4.

10E

3

CombinedHonours Program

Did you do your Honours Essay In Law? (Circle the appropriate number.)

Loi]t

1. No
2. Yes.
3.

.

.

.

. . . . Couldyou brieflyoutlinethe topicOf your HonoursPaper?

Can't recall

3. Wouldyou say thatyou enteredCarletonUniversity
With th specificintention
to
studyLawas partof yourundergraduate
program? (Circletheappropriate
number.)
I.

o

2. Yes
3.

. . . Nhow
did you first learn about the Law program? Please
Indicateby circlingthe responsethatmost closely
describesthe most Important source of information.)

12

Can't rcall
1.

1 learnedaboutit fromthe University's
Undergraduate
Calendar.

El3E4

2. 1 foundout aboutthe programthroughfriends on
cmpus.
3. I was told of it by one or more of my professors/
departmental
staff.
d.

1 was Informedaboutthe programIna University
orientation
session.
1. pitkodop the o M~
OI-se.YO
UnivernsityhsU
schoolguidance counsellors.

6. 1 learnedaboutthe programwhile takinga Law
course.
7. Other (Pleasespecify.)

4.

(a) Intotal,how many fullcoursesin Law did you successfully
complete
.hileat Carleton?
(b) Howmany half-courses
In Law did you successfully
completeat
Carleton?

is

16

6
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Old you enter the undergraduate Lawprogfm for the prpose of meeting specific
eplo yent or career objectives? (Circle the appropriate n hmber.)

5.

FM OFFICEUSE ONLY

1. No
.

2. Yes .
3.

Could you priefly describe those objectives?

.

.

.

LIi-)

Can'tretall

9

Q

tould you say that career or employment Considerations were the porim y reason for your
programIn Law?
of an undergraduate
selection

6.

.

hat nld

. . . .
. . .

.

I.

ho .

2.

Yes

3.

Can'trecall

yousay

. Q

as the primary reasonSD

""27

AT CARLETON
LAW PROGRAM
OF THEUNDERGRADUATE
It. YOUR
CURENTASSESSMENT
7.

sincecopleting the Lawprogrm at Carleton.
Givenyour experiences

nould

.

1.

.

.

. .

iJ
Q

you select
28

the sameundergraduate program If you had It to do over again?
What undergraduate program would you select?

2. Yes
3. Can'treallysay

a. Gero.eyspeaing,

an academit program can be assessed In two ways:

First. In terms

o the Intellectual growth It makes possible, and second.in termsOf the practical
oF knowledgeit enables the student to mtke. Ho beneficiol would you
application
say your study of law at Carleton has been to:
(a) Your intellectual growth:

(Circle the appropriate nuaber.)

I. verybeneficial

4. not beneficia at all

beneficial
2. moderately

U. can'treallysay

3.

of minimal benefit

,

[]3o
30

29
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number.)
(Circlethe appropriate
(b)Yourcurrentoccupation/study:
I. very beneficial,
2. moderatelybeneficiul
3. of minimalbenefit
4. notbeneficiaiat all
5. can'treallysay

"--

I()

Now beneficial
was the programIn termsof:
ia
t
ln
f
(a)hsecuriog
oopioyneot
I. very

3. not at all

2. soweuhat

a. can'tnay

3. minimally
aod advanceent
promotion
(b) facilitating
1. very

4. not at all

2. somewohat S. can'tsay
3. miniwally
(c(Job satisfaction
1. very

4. notat all

2. somewhat

5. can'tsay

0,,

3. minimally

9. wusatareasof law at Carletonwouldyou say were MST BENEFICIALin termsof:
growth:
(a)your intellectual

(b) yOurcurrentoccupation/studies
(Inall aspects):

n ]n
3E

Ia. In general,how Importantis It to you thata Job or careerbe relatedto the fieldof
level?
pursuedat the undergraduate
studyor specialization
I. very Important
2. somewhat Important
3. not reallyImportant
4. not at all Important
5. can'tsay

of theirunderIgecootseriesof questionspertai only to thosewho, uponcompletion
ime
graduateLao degree,either soughtiou-time ewloywestor entranceto furtherfull-t
studios. ll othersshouldproceeddirectiyto questionNo. 13.

36
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As you know,Carleton's undergraduate Law pragr has, fees Its Inception, been unique in
CanadaIn thatit has had ten goals: (I) the instruction of lao from a social-science
context
and feesa treadpnllc-oriented rspectie: and (2) a program of studyin whictstudents
develupa specialized
a
nonlee ua to sunstunttne
ureasof Iaon the basisotwh ich theyCan
pursuegraduatework In the fieldof law.
The IMlTowing questions 0-n aimedat nopincieg
qo-rTmehsc
perceived by employers/educatlonal
Institutions.
hOE:
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h a~ct
u n"' cais

oR ho

THOSEWHO SOUGHTFULL-TIh EPLOYMENT IMMEDIATELY
UPON GRAOUATION'
ANSWERQUESTIONitQ10SE1 PuOSUEOUIHueRACNJE s,:lIE
Mt
(EITHERUIRECLY AFTERGRADUATIONOR
LATER
Oill)AhnSOR tSliti1.

ii.

(a)

en you-ere seekingfull-timeeoployment.did you restrictyourselfto
applying for Jobsrequiringat leasta Bachelor'sdegree?
I.

.

o

2. Yes.

. . GO OIRECTLYTO QUESTIOHUt(d)OR TIE OtXTPAGE
.

.

. .Hon many of thesepositionswere related(evengenerallyto
the field of Ian?

I

I

3. Can'trecall
1. All were related.114o
2. The vastmaority wce related.
3. Aboutone-halfwere related.
4. Fewer thanone-halfwere related.
5. Nonewas related.
6. Can'trecall.

II.(b) In thosecaseschereyou were interviewed
for a positionrequiring
knowledgeof the
lam,hen wouldyou describepronpectine
employers"
basicreactionto your Law
degree?
I. Theytendedto viewme as suitablyqualified.
2. theytendedto viweS us over-qualified.
3. Theytendedto niemeas lackingqualifications
due to the fact thatmy Law
degreecas not froman accredited
Ian school.
_ _ _ _

4.

_

_

F
L 42

4z

Other (pleasespecify):

S. Hot applicable;
I was neverInterviewed
forsuch a position.

I.

c) A we"T as yo tan rmmber, 1r the mo" Topurt
nTuereies 01 the kind
referredto in 11(b)above(say,up to threemost Important.
HOW WOULDYOU CLASSIFT
THE EMPLOYERSIN EACH CASE? (lote: Enterthe appropriate
numberin blanksbeside
Interviewlistingsbelow.)
Federal Goverment(Canada)
Provincial
Goverment
(Canada)
3. lunicipalGoverment
4. Ban-Canadian
Government
(any level)
5. Federal/Provincil
Crown
Corporation (Canada)
6. Ulon
.

(fLute:

7.
8.
9.
10.
II.
12.
13.

Privatelaw Firm
Pri'ateBusinessFirm
ResearchOrganization
(non-government
Educationlnstitution/Olganioation
tawEnforcement--HilitaryR.C.H.P./Police
PoliticalParty
Other: PleashSpeclfy. _

If you experienced fewerthan three such Interviews, Just enter 0/A in the
second and/orthirdspace.)

TPEOF

[F]

EPLOYER FOR

Firstmost ImportantInterview:
Secondmst imoertant intervie:

[

Interview:

[

Third most Important

11
44

41

11

45

47
PROCEEDTO iJUESTION
NO. 12 If you have pursuedfurtheracademicstudies:If not,
SKIP TO1 ESTION0O. 13.

46

F]V
J
48
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11. (d) In thosecaseswhereyou were intervi
wed fora Position, did yourUndergraduateB.A. Law degreeelicitany particular
interestor commentby those
considering you for ewployment?

FOROFFiCEUSEONLY

1. No
.
2. Yes3.

12.

.

. .. . . . . Couldyou brieflydescribethe natureof the

Can't recall

Interest or cuewets as you perceived thew?

El

men you were seekingentranceto educational
institutions
for furtheracademic
study,did your undergradute
degreeIn law attractor elicitaqXp onmeot or
to whichyou had upllid?
intereston the partof the Institutions
1.

n

2. Yes.

.

.

.

. . . . Couldyou brieflydescribethe natureof the
interestor toments as you perceivedthew?

3. Can'trecall

1 52

13. Basedon both yourexperience
as a studentof Law and any occupational
experience
yo
you wy have had in the fieldof la
AgfA
E OF LAW shouldCarleton'sfepartmntof
Law be emphaslzing in order to fulfill our to alas specified bebu:
(a) the Instruction
of lawaithin a social-sciences
contextfroma relatively
broad
policy-oriented
perspective
(Entergeneralareasyou feelwnoldbest furtherthis
goal.)

[15571
(b) to provldean undergraduate
programIn whichstudentsdevelopa specialized
knledgeof thesubstantive
areasof law on the basisof whichthey canpursue
graduatework in the fieldof law. (Entergeneralareasyou feelcouldfurther
thisale.)

FI59

60

61

62

13

14.

At present. Carleton's Department of Lao offers courses In the areas listed bele.
Based on your experience
as a studentat Carleton,as well as any subsequent
occupational
experienceyoumay have hadIn the fieldof laa,do you feelthat the
Department
shouldbe focusingattentionon any additional
fieldof lan?
Philosophy
of Law/taoand Politics
CivilLiberties
International
taw/Comparatlve
Law
Cuenerclala/Contracts
Property/Eandlord
& TenantRelations
Tax taw

LabourLan
Adniwistrative
Law/
EnvlroeentalLaw
Constitutional
Law
Criial! Lan
FamilyLaw

Torts

5

2. Yes,I feel thatyou shouldfocuson:
3S. Can'cssy.

____________

11

6

11'111
67

I. in, the currentarraysees adequate.

58
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15. Shouldany areasbe dropped?
I.

No

2. Yes.

.

.

.. .

lhich
ones?

.

.

. . . Why?

FOROFFICEUSt GeLY

3. Can'tsay

E-10
16. WouldYou recoalendthe undergraduate
laoprogramat Carletonto a friendor
acquaIntance?

I .No . . .

75

76

Why not?

Ell,
DI117
2. Yes . . . On what groundswouldyou reco-eed IQ.

3. Can'tsay.

Theflext too uestions apply onlyto thosegraduateswho attendedla. schol after
leanngarlton Al others proceed directly to Question No. 19.

7.

00 yoouthinkIt advlsableforstudentsinterested
in lawschoolto study law In
theirundergraduate
program?
I.

No. I don't thinkit is advisable.n

22

Ilsy do you feelthis way

]D
14

016 Ell
2. Yes. It Is advisable..

. .

lhy do you feel thisway?

3. I have no particular
viewson whetherit

Is adoisableor not.

is
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18. Howwouldyou describeCrleton'sapproachto the studyof law in tems of:
(a) Its contribution to your academic
development?

(b) itsvalueto furtherstudyin
I"eschoo|?

FOR OFFICEUSE ONLY

22
L

23

LI11 L 21

iIt.

MRAOUATEPR0GR4 IN LAWAT CARLETON
YOURVIlS ONA POSSIOLE

19.

What Is the highestdiplm or degreeyoo hae completed?
1. techlor% Degreo
2. Kaster'sDegree
3. DoctoralDegree
Degree(e.g..LL.B.)
4. Professional
5. Other(Pleasespecify.)

20

20.

27

diplomaor degreeyou sould evebtuallyliketo receive?
hat Is the highesteducational
1. 1 don'twish to pursuea degreebeyondthe bachelor'slevel.
2. Master'sDegree
3. DectoralDegree
Degree(e.g..LIL.B.)
4. Professional
5. Other (Pleasespecify.)

28

29
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SR. in svttcuts. wtvt d'eo
'51interest wuAG'
you%us. iv as'trslvl~uiwa parteither
If It were availableto you
Law with a socialscienceorientatio-n
time or lull-timewasils
in
such
a
program
h
I - strongly interested
and wold be preparedto enrol,If the
program were available.[

'

2.

stronginterest
I hove a reasonably
avd ovId consider pursuing sucO a
itee
program.

3.

I -

only somewhat interest

I

3

TO QUESTIONS
PROCEED
122-25BELO
a

i1n such a program.
.wwww
GO3DIRECTLYTO QUESTIO 126
ON NEXTPAGE.

4. I have no InterestIn sucha program.
5. other(Pleasespecify).

22. On what basilsvouldyou b

InterestedIn pursuingsucha program?

1. Full-timestody
2. Part-timestudy
3. Can'treallysay
23. Whatarea of Lawwouldyoumost wis to study within such a program? (Circle the
nmber besidethe area In hichyou are HOST interested.)
I0. CriminalLao
of Lao/Low
6. TaxLao
I. Philosophy

,politics

2.

CivilLiberties

3.

Law/
International
ComparativeLaw

4. Commercial
Law/Cntracts

7. Labour Law
8.

MministrativeLaw/
E.vtromentui Low

9. Cunstitutl
oal Law

11. Family Law
12.

E E

L

Li
33

orts

34

13. OtherPlease
Specify:

& Tenant
S. Property/Lavdlord
Relations

24. Promwhich of the following perspectives would you be Interested In pursuivg such a
programIn Law? (Circlethe nhmberbesidethe one In whichyou have the lOST
Interest.)
l. Economics
2. Geography
3.

Affairs
International

4. PoliticalWence

6. PublicAdministration
& Anthropology
7. Sociology

[

35

8. Soviet & East European Studies
9. Other(PleaseSpecify)

5. Psychology

25.

Obat for of Master's program in Lawwould you prefer?
1.

equivalent
Thesisplusthreefull-course

equivalent
2. Researchpaperplus fourfull-course
3. Fiveful-courseeq ivalent
4. Other(PleaseSpecify)

]
37

i 36
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IV. BACKGROUND
CHARACTERITIiCS
This section of the questionnaire is extremely important and very necessary to our analysis
of the data canpIled from earlier questions. Oile on recognize that the questions are personal.
on need to ask them for the f.11Owlng
reasons.

Ftt UFFICEUSE OHY

(al The is no otherwayof determining
if the Sroupof peoplewho respondto thissurvey
are representative
of all law graduatesof Carleton University unless ne candetermine
your "representativeness"
In termsof certaincharacteristics
(e.g.,age, sex,oocupaLion. year of graduation, etc.). In other words, on cannot draw cocluslons about or
progrM and a reas for its futuredeneloent unlesswn have confidence
thatthoseoho
responded repesent the whole grou In significant ways;
(h)

On would like to be ableto analyzethe responses
glvenin earliersectionsIa ter-s of
the differences
and similaritIes
Amonggraduates.For example,on wouldliketo Copare the occupational
experiences
of thosewho haveheen in the labourToe for some
of those who have graduated more recently, and to compare the
limewith the experiences
experiences
of our femalegraduates
with thoseof male graduates.

Withnot thisbackgroundInformation,
it wil he Impossible
to performthiskind of analysis.
this Information
will not be used for
Otherpurposeand w111 be treatedas confidential.
on2
Your cooperation
Is Irp'rtantto this scody.

27. Yourdate of irth:

Year: _

th:

_

.

113

2. Female

26. Sea: 1. Kale

Q

Day:
ay

1
4

--

41
28. In what yearwere y awardedyour degreeIn Law fromCarleto Unlversftyl (Circle
the appropriate number corresponding to the year yen received your degree Ln La .
1. 1968
4. t97t
7. l974
S0. 1977
13. 1980
2. 1969

S. 1972

8.

1975

11. 1978

14. 1981

3. 1910

6. 1973

9.

1976

12. 1979

15. 1982

42
E

L.
43

44

E

29. mIedately upon receiving ynor Lao degree from Carleton Uitversity,
did yen seek
full-timeemployent?
I.
2.

DIRECTLYTO EXT QUESTIO (ULMER 30 Of lEXf PAGE)

o . .o
Yes *

n(a)

How longwas It beforeyou securedfull-tins employment?
1. I had secureda positionbeforeactuallygraduating.
2. withinone month

Q

1

3. withintwo to four months
4. withinfive to sixmonths

1140

h. withinone to to year
6. more thanten years
7.

1 neverdid secure full-time employment.I haveworkd n
pqut-t mn hhts * tO DIECtLY 10 QJESTEOH 31,

(b)Couldyonbrieflydescribethe natureof thisemployment?
(Pleasebe as specificas possibie.)

49

NC)
ow longdidyou stay (orhaveyen stayed)In this firstfulltime position?
1. Less thana fullyear
2.

One to tam years

3.

lhreeto fouryears

4. Five to sixyears
5. sixto tenyears
6.

Farethan teo years

SKIP TO QESTI N ULER 31.

I],,

50

S1

52
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l..ediately uponreceiving
your Law degreefrou CarletonUniversity,
didyou seek
, kissionto somekind of full-time
postoBaChelor's-level
study?
1. No

. . . Whatactivities
did you porsue.It not full-tieemploymentor
full-timestudy?

FOR OFFICEUSE ONLY

SS

5
2. Yes

6

(a) To whatkind of fuli-tlie studydidyou seekaodlssion and where
did you seek admission?(Note: ifyou appliedto several
Institutions.
list thenIn the orderof your preference.)
TYPEOF STUDY

INSTITUTIOH
AND CITY

El-Q E D
l LDnL
57

(b) Wereyou successfulin gainingadmissionto the programof study

61

58

59

60

62

63

64

you most wanted?
I.

No .

. . Did you secure admisslo
1. No

*

to alternate Study?

Didyou thenseek full-time
empeloyment?
I.

No.

2. Yes. Wereyou successful?

65

LI6.

I. Yes.
2. No * . flow longwas It before you
secured full-time employment?
F69
2. Yes

*

(a) To shat kindof studydidyou secure
adnission?

EIIo
1b)

D you successluly coplete these
studies?

LI,

1. Yes

2.

Yes.

2.

No

3.

Hot Yet.

11171

. . Did you successfuly
coplete this furtherstudy?
1. Yes
2. Mo.

Fl,7
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31.
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DO yon currently havea paying Job?
NOTE: (1) If you are a foll-timestudentwith sameformof paidemployment,
enter "student"
and specifythe typeof employment.
(2) PleaseIndicateIf you are self-employed.

1.

Yes.

*

(a)What Isyour current(paid)occupation?PleaselistyourJob title
and brieflydescribeyourwork. (Pleasebe as specificas possible
e.g. executiveassistant
withina federalCivil servicedepartment
ratherthan simply"civilservant.*"lawyerspecializing
In labour
laa," ratherthan simply"lawyer.""secondary
schoolteacher.'
ratherthan Just"teacher."etc.

El

Q

" 75

76

0

(b) [Ion
many hours do you currently work (forpay)eachweek?
1. 35 hours per week or more
0. ZO - 35 hoursper week
3.

M]

fewer than 20 hours per week

79
(c)flow long hove you had your current Job?
(d)

--

hat areyour currentgrossannualearnings?
and/orpaymentas
(NOTE: For full-timestudentsreceivingscholarships
teachingor researchassistants,
checkthe categoryequalto the tost
recent amount received for a full calendar year.)
1.

Lessthan $6,000

10. $20.00?to $22.999

2.

$56,000
to $7.999

11. $23.00?tO $25,999

3.

$8.000to $9.499

12. $26,000 to $29,999

4.

$9,500to $10,999

13. $30.00?to $33,999

5. $11.001
to $12.499

14. $34,000 to $37,ggg

6. $12,50t) to $13,999

IS. $38,000to $41,999

7. $14,005to $15,499

16. $42.000to $49,999

8. $15.509to $16,999

17. $50.000to $59,999

9. $17,009to $19,999

18. $60.000or more

0

2-

O

I II
7

8

19. Do not know
2. So * * . Areyou currentlyengagedin full-time
studieswith no formof paid
epl oyment?
I.

ilo

* *

*

Ion wouldyou describeyourcurrentoccupational
status?
(ute:
If you are a full-time hoomaker enter "OH0EAKER,"
f uwemployed,
entr ("CURREHILY
UNEPLOYEot.")

[l9

III El!
10

2.

Yes.

11
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32.

In addition. we would appreciate hearing your Conents on any other aspects of
as a studentof law and as a graduateof a law program thatuight
goursexperience
beuseful for our progra.planning.We lookforwardto hearingirom you.
CMgEtNTS:

i5
10

THA=I OUFOR YOR COOPERATIOi.

16

1DD
19

17

20i

